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  LEGO Ninjago #11: Comet Crisis Greg
Farshtey,Jolyon Yates,2014-09-16 The Masters of
Spinjitzu are stuck on a comet, having traveled
through space to save the World of Ninjago from
the Nindroids. As they race through the stars, it
becomes apparent that they are not alone on the
comet. Something has stowed away... Something not
of their world...
  Arthur and the Comet Crisis Marc Brown,Stephen
Krensky,Peter K. Hirsch,2002 Arthur series/Chapter
Books.
  Haley Comet and the Calculon Crisis William
Potter,2020-07-30 Captain Haley Comet is looking
for a few good mathstronauts to help her maintain
peace in the galaxy. They'll need a special set of
skills to deal with the calculating aliens of the
planet Calculus. Thrilled readers will want to
immerse themselves in this diverting storyline and
use their knowledge of fractions, symbols,
operations, and more math concepts to avoid an
interstellar war. Bright illustrations add
excitement to the sci-fi story, while math
problems are an integral part of the imaginative
plot.
  The Night of the Comet George Bishop (Jr.),2013
Fourteen-year-old Alan Broussard is swept up in
his science teacher father's community-wide comet-
watching activities, which illuminate for the
young teen his father's inadequacies, his mother's
unhappiness, and his own loss of innocence.
  VC10: Icon of the Skies Lance Cole,2017-03-30
“An excellent account of the political battles and
the commercial skulduggery . . . and its
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outstanding service as a transport and tanker with
the RAF.” —Firetrench The VC10 was the nation’s
biggest jet airliner of its age and regarded as
the world’s best-looking airliner. It was safe,
fast, and designed to take off from short runways
in Africa and Asia, at the request of its main
operator BOAC—the airline that would later go on
to become today’s British Airways. The VC10 and
the larger Super VC10 were beloved by pilots and
passengers alike and became icons of the 1960s.
They were hugely popular all over the world. Yet
the VC10 was eclipsed by Boeing’s 707 which sold
by the hundreds, despite the fact that the 707 was
less capable and could not initially operate from
the runways of the Commonwealth and old British
Empire routes, as the VC10 undoubtedly could. This
book blends the story of VC10 development with a
well-researched tale of corporate and political
power play. It asks; just what lay behind the
sales failure of the VC1O? Politics played an
important part of course, as did BOACs tactics,
and a whodunnit cast of politico-corporate events
and machinations at the highest level of society
during the dying days of Empire in 1960s Britain.
Key players in the story, from Tony Benn to famous
test pilot Brian Trubshaw (Concorde), are cited
and quoted. By exploring this historical period in
depth and highlighting all the various impediments
that stood in the way of success for the VC10,
Lance Cole adds an important layer to our
understanding of twentieth century history.
  Crisis, and National Co-operative Trades' Union
Gazette ,1833
  Multiparty Politics in Mississippi, 1877-1902
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  LEGO Ninjago #10: The Phantom Ninja Greg
Farshtey,Jolyon Yates,2014-05-20 A factory in
Ninjago Village is under siege by an unstoppable
new menace, with the beloved mayor and his
daughter held hostage! Only Nya, Jay, Cole, and
Kai -- the Masters of Spinjitzu -- can save the
day . . . or are they? Much to the brave warriors'
astonishment, a new gray ninja is on the scene! Is
the Phantom Ninja friend or foe, and will his
reckless fighting style sabotage the rescue
mission before it even starts?
  Hunting and Imaging Comets Martin
Mobberley,2010-10-08 For many astronomers, the
holy grail of observation is to discover a comet,
not least because comets always bear the name of
their discoverer! Hunting and Imaging Comets was
written for comet hunters and digital imagers who
want to discover, rediscover, monitor, and make
pictures of comets using astronomical CCD cameras
and DSLRs. The old days of the purely visual comet
hunter are pretty much over, but this is not to
say that amateurs have lost interest in finding
comets. The books also covers the discovery of
comet fragments in the SOHO image data, CCD
monitoring of older comets prone to violent
outbursts, the imaging of new NEOs (Near Earth
Objects) that have quite often been revealed as
comets - not asteroids - by amateur astronomers,
and the finding of recent comets impacting
Jupiter.
  Lloyd’s Register of Yachts 1962 Lloyd's Register
Foundation,1962-01-01 The Lloyd’s Register of
Yachts was first issued in 1878, and was issued
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annually until 1980, except during the years
1916-18 and 1940-46. Two supplements containing
additions and corrections were also issued
annually. The Register contains the names, details
and characters of Yachts classed by the Society,
together with the particulars of other Yachts
which are considered to be of interest,
illustrates plates of the Flags of Yacht and
Sailing Clubs, together with a List of Club
Officers, an illustrated List of the
Distinguishing Flags of Yachtsmen, a List of the
Names and Addresses of Yacht Owners, and much
other information. For more information on the
Lloyd’s Register of Yachts, please click here:
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/archive-library/ll
oyds-register-of-yachts-online
  Children's Book Review Index ,1983
  LEGO Legends of Chima #5: Wings for a Lion
Yannick Grotholt,2015-09-29 Laval, Cragger, and
Eris must face an all-new enemy stronger than any
they've encountered before! 4 all-new stories!
  LEGO Ninjago #9: Night of the Nindroids Greg
Farshtey,2014-02-04 After the defeat of the Stone
Warriors, Jay, Cole, Zane, and Kai have to regroup
fast when an even greater challenge rises from the
shadows. With their ranks divided against the most
sinister, most unstoppable foe they have ever
faced, the ninja must call upon everything they've
learned from Sensei Wu . . . and more. This is the
one you've been waiting for! All-new high-kicking
action from the world of Ninjago!
  Comets, Popular Culture, and the Birth of Modern
Cosmology Sara Schechner,2021-03-09 In a lively
investigation into the boundaries between popular
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culture and early-modern science, Sara Schechner
presents a case study that challenges the view
that rationalism was at odds with popular belief
in the development of scientific theories.
Schechner Genuth delineates the evolution of
people's understanding of comets, showing that
until the seventeenth century, all members of
society dreaded comets as heaven-sent portents of
plague, flood, civil disorder, and other
calamities. Although these beliefs became spurned
as vulgar superstitions by the elite before the
end of the century, she shows that they were
nonetheless absorbed into the science of Newton
and Halley, contributing to their theories in
subtle yet profound ways. Schechner weaves
together many strands of thought: views of comets
as signs and causes of social and physical
changes; vigilance toward monsters and prodigies
as indicators of God's will; Christian
eschatology; scientific interpretations of
Scripture; astrological prognostication and
political propaganda; and celestial mechanics and
astrophysics. This exploration of the interplay
between high and low beliefs about nature leads to
the conclusion that popular and long-held views of
comets as divine signs were not overturned by
astronomical discoveries. Indeed, they became part
of the foundation on which modern cosmology was
built.
  Asteroid Strike Alex Woolf,2013-06-20 Can you
imagine what our lives would be like after a
devastating asteroid strike? What effect would the
resulting tsunami, storms, and dust cloud have?
What would happen to the climate, wildlife, and
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our food supplies? This book traces the possible
consequences of a global event on this scale, with
ideas and evidence based on similar scenarios that
are a part of fact and fiction.
  A World After an Asteroid Strike Alex
Woolf,2013-07 Imagines what the world would be
like if an asteroid struck Earth, speculating on
the types of immediate and long-term damage that
would result and how people would adapt to their
new environment.
  His Stubbornship: Prime Minister Wang Anshi
(1021--1086), Reformer and Poet Jonathan O.
Pease,2021-10-05 China’s most controversial prime
minister, path-breaking reformer, and an iconic
Song-dynasty poet, Wang Anshi (1021—1086) is fully
chronicled in English for the first time in almost
a century, with a new emphasis on his luminous
late verse.
  Dynamics of Comets and Asteroids and Their Role
in Earth History Shin Yabushita,Jacques
Henrard,1998-10-31 The last decade of this century
has seen a renewed interest in the dynamics and
physics of the small bodies of the Solar System,
Asteroids, Comets and Meteors. New observational
evidences such as the discovery of the Edgeworth-
Kuiper belt, refined numerical tools such as the
symplectic integrators, analytical tools such as
semi-numerical perturbation algorithms and in
general a better understanding of the dynamics of
Hamiltonian systems, all these factors have
converged to make possible and worthwhile the
study, over very long time spans, of these minor
objects. Also the public, the media and even some
political assell}blies have become aware that
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these minor objects of our planetary environnement
could become deadly weapons. Apparently they did
have a role in Earth history and a role more
ominous than predicting defeat (or victory, why
not?) to batches of credulous rulers. Remembering
what may have happened to the dinosaurs but
keeping all the discretion necessary to avoid
creating irrational scares, it may not be unwise
or irrelevant to improve our knowledge of the
physics and dynamics of these objects and to study
in particular their interactions with our planet.
  Mass Notification and Crisis Communications
Denise C. Walker,2011-12-19 Mass communication in
the midst of a crisis must be done in a targeted
and timely manner to mitigate the impact and
ultimately save lives. Based on sound research,
real-world case studies, and the author‘s own
experiences, Mass Notification and Crisis
Communications: Planning, Preparedness, and
Systems helps emergency planning professionals
create
  Blazing a Ghostly Trail Peter Grego,2013-10-19
Ice and Fire: Great Comets to Come was written
because a special celestial event climaxes towards
the end of 2013 – the arrival, fresh from the Oort
Cloud, of Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON). By all
predictions – even the most pessimistic ones –
this comet is set to be one of, perhaps the most,
dazzling comet seen in modern history and has the
astronomical world buzzing with anticipation.
Skywatchers have already been primed for C/2012
(ISON) earlier in 2013 with the apparition of
another naked-eye comet, C/2011 L4 (PanSTARRS),
and following C/2012 S1 (ISON) there is the
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prospect of 2012 K1 (PanSTARRS) reaching naked eye
visibility in August 2014. Future bright cometary
prospects are also discussed, taking into account
the latest predictions. Examining the origin and
nature of comets using examples of great comets
from the past, this book sets the scene for the
arrival of Comet C/2012 S1 and those following it
over the next few years in the inner Solar System.
Skywatchers and amateur astronomers can learn how
to follow, observe and record comets. There is
also a guide on how to keep abreast of the latest
cometary discoveries and how to use a variety of
reputable sources, including publications,
websites, programs and apps to visualize and plan
observations. The role of the amateur in cometary
discovery also is featured, as well as details on
how professional astronomers plan to get the most
‘science’ out of cometary apparitions, how and why
professionals go about discovering comets, and
upcoming plans to visit comets with space probes
(and later, perhaps, human visits). Illustrations
provide historic images of comets, images from
space probes and images of the latest bright
comets. Orbital plots and easy-to-follow sky
charts are also included. This book is a unique
guide that sets the scene by giving a
comprehensive history of comets and examples of
great comets throughout history and informs the
reader about the nature and origins of this
spectacular occurence. Expectations are fully
covered by explaining not only what the regular
person can expect to see, but how amateur
astronomers can plan observations and what steps
the professionals are taking to ‘get the most
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science’ from this exciting event.
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